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CONCERNING AN ELEVEN FOOT POLE
'Touching things you wouldn't touch with a ten foot

The only comparably dominant

House of Zeor by Jacqueline Lichtenberg is definitely 
You should approach the book.

you can do is immediately go a long way away and open a

forgetting to incinerate the pole as a security precaution.

ally have to attempt to read it, in which unlikely event I 
ties of your eleven foot pole to detect the print impress- 

per day, and keeping an emergency bottle of scotch near to 
hand to fortify the spirit. Be warned! I read several 
pages at the beginning of this book and several fewer at 
the end without taking these simple precautions, and if I 
had not been almost totally paralytic at the time I would 

tinal disorders and broken leg. 

strengthened by the existence of an act common to both 
actual and symbolic drives, the mouth to mouth kiss. Once

semen symbol; even the sound of the two words is similar.

things fall into place within the symbolic framework. The

menstrual cycle of women,

hard need." The author is expressing her subconscious 
desire to go beyond the stated feminist desire of sexual

it is feminist wish-fulfilment. 1 quote:

I couldn't read much of House of Zeor, but I read enough which dominance is to be violently expressed so that men

The Sime
them feeling gosh-wow-wunnerful .

to this about once a month. The Gens, being quite sensible 
folk not ordinarily given to suicide, don't reckon much to 
this type of behaviour, biologically driven or not. How
ever, the Sime are able to summon up the strength of ten, 
and when they entwine a Gen in their tentacles the Gen has 
had it. Oh yes, Sime have tentacles as well as hands; they 

What of real sex in the book? Well, the motivation for 
the Gen hero's excursion into Sime territory in the first 

her at the end, but one wonders why he bothered at all.

Probably 'eblows' is a misprint in the text, but I cannot 
be sure — for example:

"Klyd. ..is he...” 

equates to sex is obvious, not to say blatant.

discussed intently, or mentioned in passing. The book

"Undoubtedly. the pages don't stick together. It is disgusting, I say. 
I really have no idea how American publishers could bring

Things like that tend to open your mind to the possibility 
of little things like 'eblows'.

copyright (c) 1980 individua

kids) and burned it? But what I find really insidious is 
the way in which the author, in writing this book, has
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tell Mary Whitehouse.
It is made absolutely clear by the author that the 

transfer of selyn is the dominant drive in relationships
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autobiographical account ot his quest tor know-

it sets the intellectual tone of this talk ex-

where to begin.

in fact a BNF.

When I first thought about what I should sa

to what I might be able to talk about today.
something quite extraordinary happened

novels, a moment fraught with tension.

meeting John Wyndham, Ray Bradbury, J.G. Ballard. 
Robert Sheckley,

come to cons tor tannish reasons. They are
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hopping motion. to sf, but I have found to my cost over the years 
that the very mention of the word "literary"' 
seems to indicate some kind of mischief on my be-

London to spend the weekend at Bob's mansion in 
the Lake District. About twenty-five seconds 

fiction, one that is shared by many readers, ci 
tics and even some of the writers. Literature

recuperate after my long drive on the motorway. 
Bob suggested that we go down to his local. Ac
tually, he claimed he didn't go there very often, 
and pretended to lose his way, but I noticed as 
we went in that the landlord was sending a tele
gram order to the brewery. So we had a drink or 
seven, and eventually I asked Bob if he remember
ed how we had met, all those years before. Bob 
claimed he didn't, so I reminded him. He sat in 
silence as I told the story, but was obviously 
puzzled why I should be telling him. He suddenly 

said. "Do you want to borrow a Kleenex?'

So I decided against telling you this anecdote.

"boring" or "pretentious". Science fiction is 
fresh and exciting; literature would only muck 
the academics and poseurs.

tion has the twin merits of being popular and 
widely read, and yet also deeply serious. Some 
of the most popular sf books in recent years have 
been serious novels, capable of being judged by 
the highest literary standards. You have only 
to look as far as the novels of, say, Ursula Le 
Guin to see this.

quest for knowledge. And the more I thought ab
out it, none of my other meetings with remarkable 
men were all that remarkable. I could have told 
you about how my father-figure, Harry Harrison, 
cuffed me about the ear and said, "Get out of the 
way, you fucking fan.” Or how the very first 
words ever spoken to me by Arthur C. Clarke were, 
"What about the variable albedo?" ...something 

you how I stood next to Harlan Ellison, and 
loomed over him. Come to that, I could tell ye 
how Douglas Adams stood next to me, and loomed 
over us both.

But none of these memories are really helpful.

science fiction writer a chance he will piss on 
your shoe.

A reader's experience of science fiction is, 
in a sense, a meeting with remarkable minds. It 
was this that first surprised me when I encount
ered sf. Through their work, I met, for the 
first time, writers who could show me a different 
way of seeing things, who were way above the mun
dane things in life and were getting on with a 
kind of fiction that made me think for myself. 
Years later, I came across a passage in an essay 
by George Orwell, which describes this feeling 
exactly. Orwell was describing the effect on him 
of reading H.G. Wells as a boy:

clergymen and golfers, with your future employers ex- 

witted schoolmasters sniggering over their Latin tags;

out the inhabitants of the planets and the bottom of 
the sea, and who knew that the future was not going 

erature bore, or so it seems. I have said, until 
even I am bored with hearing me say it, that a 
science fiction novel should be a novel first and 
science fiction second. That it should be recog
nized as an art and not a craft. That it should 
make demands on a reader and not pander to lazi
ness. That it should not seek to compete with 
television or comics or films, but that it should

That it should be peopled with characters who 
not only live for the plot but are living. That 
there should be a celebration of language and 
metaphor and style. In short, that a novel, 
whether it is science fiction or anything else, 
is literature above all else.

sentiment is seen as heresy. You have probably 
heard Heinlein's remark, that writers are comp
eting for the readers' beer-money. When this was 
quoted in an SFWA publication by Poul Anderson, 
underlining the entertainment-value of science 
fiction, Stanislaw Lem was moved to reply. Writ
ing in Frankfurter Allgemeine, he said:

If in the past all authors had accepted the suggestion

have no literature worth mentioning. We would have 
none of the literary heritage of which we are so proud

censors, readers, public opinion, sales potential, and 
the like. My rebuttal to Anderson's thesis, then, is

lar concerns have no business intruding in that narrow

of beer goes without saying. In short, honest liter
ature can never conform to external pressures or ex-

You would think that this was a civilized and reas-

ing exactly, and this describes the effect science 
fiction as a whole can have on people who come 
to it with open minds. I myself came to it with 
the open mind of adolescence, as many of us do. 
The ideas of science fiction work on two levels. 
Firstly, there is the element of surprise or 

quality of making us think for ourselves, of app-

I don't want to emphasize the importance of 
the ideas too much, because there is much more 
to science fiction than just novelty. I think 
ideas are misunderstood in some quarters, and 
given the wrong sort of importance. Science 
fiction is undoubtedly the literature of ideas, 
or speculative notions, but an idea in a story 
cannot exist outside the words that contain it. 
It therefore seems obvious to me that we should 
in the ideas.

Lem was booted through the door. SFWA, the org
anization that represents the world's leading 
science fiction writers, chucked him out. You 
would think that a writer in the Eastern bloc 
would have troubles enough with the writers' 
union, and yet here was a writers' organisation

Of course,

but out of a membership of nearly four hundred, 
less than ten registered a protest.

omenon. It crops up all over the place, in ar' 
icles in fanzines, in interviews with writers.

from Isaac Asimov's SF Magazine. Boiled down to 
its essence, it says: "We are but entertainers, 
and entertainment is a humble trade. Therefore 
our sights are set low." I believe that enter
tainment is a high art, and should be treated as 
such. Everyone at the convention today is here
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stimulating/ radical and entertaining form of 
literature, yet by their very words the Poul 
Andersons and Robert A. Heinleins are asking you

debate.

If you have the misfortune to read Analog you 
will have been exposed to the so-called wisdom

Loser del Ray-Gun and Creepy-Crawly Crusoe.
These men, both of whom are said to have written 
science fiction, are leading spokesmen for the 
anti-literature school. Month after month they 
have stated their theory of sf. That it is first 
and foremost entertainment, that it should be 
well crafted, that it should have a comprehensi
ble plot, that it should not make undue demands 
on the reader... and, as an afterthought, that 
it should have what they call 'characterisation1 
and 'good writing', as if these can be added 
later. In short, that sf should be lowbrow ent

television films.

Perhaps it doesn't sound so very different 

coming in a different order. Well, that is the 
difference. It's a question of priorities. Ray-
Gun and Crusoe appeal to the lowest common den
ominator of readership. I happen to believe that

As I move about the sf world, both as a sort 
of fan who comes to these conventions, and as a 
writer working in the field, I see more and more 
evidence that these insulting attitudes are tak
ing over. I believe, for instance, that my views 

actually rather moderate, well-meaning and con
ventional. It doesn't seem to me that to say a 
form of literature should be treated as liter
ature is at all revolutionary or extreme. You 

is the consensus these days that the very act of 
stating the obvious is one that is treated as 
dangerous extremism. Because the consensus is 
an extremist viewpoint, anyone who opposes it 
looks like a different sort of extremist.

Nor is it Just a theoretical debate. Such 
attitudes are filtering down and taking differ
ent forms. The present commercial success of 
science fiction is bringing with it a set of 
attitudes which are close cousins to the enter- 
tainment-or-literature argument. Some of you 
might have been present at Skycon last year, 
when Rob Holdstock and I got involved in a 
public argument with James Baen of Ace Books. 
A lady in the audience asked the panel how she 
should go about getting her work published. 
Rob and I said something soggy and organic, 
such as "write for yourself", whereas Baen said 

two sorts. There are those who have discovered 
that sf is literature, and have promptly gone 
barmy. These are the academics, who come to 
science fiction from the comfortable security 
of a chair at a university. There are a few 

cism I have seen from academics has been pompous
narcissistic, apparently written with no

likes of Loser del Ray-Gun and Creepy-Crawly 
Crusoe, who shy away from criticism and call 
themselves 'reviewers'. They claim to know what 
the common reader enjoys, and from this position 
of arrogance and ignorance parade their subject
ive opinions with all the certainty of the closed 

say nothing to the writer
is worth a damn. They 
or the reader, and 
larger debate.

Of course, there are a few exceptions. There 
are some perceptive critics in fandom, who are 
not showing off, who are not trying to agree 
with anybody and who write with honesty and in
sight. And the British magazine Foundation has 
a well-earned reputation for clear, unpretentious 
criticism. But this simply isn't enough to form 
a body of critical work. There should be a suf
ficient amount of sf criticism that there is 

is a continuity of debate.

At this point I was intending to turn away 
from the critics and have something to say about
the responsibility of the writers. However, on
the principle that dog shouldn't eat dog (except 
in private, when you can have fun) I won't say

It is the writers whom one would think remain 
blameless, whatever venality there might be 
elsewhere in the science fiction industry. The 
trouble is, and I'll say more on this in a mom- 

market-place the temptations laid before writers 
are the greater. At one time the hidden strength 
of sf as a genre was that although it was sold 
in the same way as the other categories, like 

number of autonomous novels... just like general 
literature. An autonomous novel is one that 
stands alone. It explains itself, it does not 
require the reader to know something about it in

market". In conversation with him afterwards it

being paid means he must put market considerat- 

was no market for what he called 'British misery'. 
This presumably would include miserable British 
books like Frankenstein, The War of the Worlds 
and The Day of the Triffids. This points up the
commercial silliness of such an attitude, because 
any publisher could probably retire on the sales 
of those three books alone.

Then there are the critics, who divide into 
camps of such extremism that neither side knows 
where the other lot are.

Doctor Johnson once said: "Criticism is a 
study by which men grow important and formidable 
at very small expense." So it is... but whether

It defines and shapes

Today, it seems that more and more so-called 
sf novels are going the way of the down-market 
bestseller, and are parts of a larger whole. We 

get film-scripts turned into a bastard form 
called a novelization. (I once saw an Ace book 
which was a 'novelization* of The Island of 
Doctor Moreau, as if H.G. Wells's novel had died 
of old age or something.) We get sequels and 

getting novelettes published in book form and 
padded out with cartoon illustrations. We're 
getting comic-book versions of stories and nov
els. We even got a comic-book version of Batt
lestar Galactica, as if something you can't 
watch has to be turned into something you can't 
read. The trend is towards pre-digested pabulum, 
baby-food for the mind. The Dark Ages are almost 
upon us.

All the ills of science fiction are caused by 
two distinct things, of which by far the more 
disagreeable is the pulp-tradition, an article
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I often wonder if we are.

The fallacies of the pulp-tradition are so 
obvious that I'm genuinely surprised that they 
survive. The tradition goes like this: Science 
fiction was invented in 1926 with the inception 
of Amazing Stories, and after a few ropey years 
it started getting better, and then we had the 
Golden Age, and since then everything's been 
just mind-bogglingly good. Thus we progress 
from Bob Shaw's favourite writer. Captain S.P. 
Meek, to my favourite writer, Larry Niven.

boom. Although there undoubtedly more people 
reading sf these days, and there are certainly 
more people writing it, the bulge is is the mid
dle, where the publishers are. Too much stuff 
is coming out, and it's coming out faster than

Just take Britain, for example, where the acti-

Important figures in the pulp-tradition are 
Hugo Gernsbach, who started it all, and John W. 
Campbell, who improved sf standards no end. In 
my view, Hugo Gernsback was a menace, and John

States, or even in France or Japan. Here we 
have twelve paperback publishers with science 
fiction lists. If each publisher brings out 
only one book per month (and in fact they bring 
out rather more), then in any one year we would 
have 144 new titles on the shelves. How many 
people can or want to read nearly three novels 
a week? And can you remember any year when 
there were more than about half a dozen new sf 
titles worth reading?

The advocates of the pulp-tradition simply 
cannot see beyond the ends of their noses. 
Science fiction has existed in British and 
European literature for about a hundred years. 
It existed as a natural part of all literature. 
Writers outside the science fiction category, 
both major and minor, have turned to the spec
ulative themes of sf as a means of saying some
thing. They did this before Gernsback came 
along, they did it all through Campbell's so- 
called Golden Age, and they continue to do it 
now. After fifty years, pulp science fiction 
has improved itself to the point where the 
half-dozen or so best sf writers can compete 
with writers outside. This is my principal 
indictment of the pulp-tradition: it put the 
clock back and created something worse. Gerns
back and his imitators siphoned off speculative 
literature into crass, commercial magazines, 
and made it into trash. After fifty years,

In practice, of course, most of the new books

proportion of all apparently new books are re

taken up with the stuff I talked about earlier: 
the film tie-ins, the series, the sequels.
Only a very small proportion, about ten per 
cent, is new work, autonomously conceived, avai
lable for the first time. So the excess fat in 
the publishing boom does not necessarily reflect 
an equivalent boom in creative work.

pulp-tradition itself.

The ignorance of pundits

Ray-Gun would say that

You could say that a large market makes room 
for everyone, for a variety of tastes. Readers 
can select from a wide range of material. A lot 
of stuff is coming back into print, and some of 
it deservedly. And even if a hundred bad novels 
are published in a year, surely all of them are 
vindicated by the hundred-and-first, which might 
be the new Left Band of Darkness, Lord of the 
Bings or Dunel

Larry Niven is a better writer than Captain S.P. 
Meek, but I would counter that by saying: "Is 
Captain S.P. Meek therefore better than H.G.

I don't argue against this. What I see is 
the danger of over-extension, of science fiction

Wells?"... or inde 
than H.G. Wells?"

'Is Larry Niven better blubber. We can take a lesson, in miniature.
from the recent past.

You could argue that all of us here today, 
including myself, are indirect products of the 
pulp-tradition. This I do not and cannot deny. 
All this is made possible by Hugo Gernsback, etc 
etc. But think of it this way. The science 
fiction world today is like a colony. It is as 
if a number of people from, say, Britain were 
transported fifty years ago to a penal colony 
on Corsica. After half a century, the populat
ion has increased immeasurably, they have a few 
traditions and folk-heroes, and they think of 
themselves as Corsicans. The regime that put 
them there has long gone. what I'm saying is:

Birmingham." 

in Corsica, but perhaps the rest will leave. 
You can take it, therefore, that I'm all in fat 
our of so-called science fiction rejoining the 
so-called mainstream. As far as I'm concerned.
the sooner it happens the better.

The other besetting ill of science fiction 

doubt this success, all you have to do is walk 
around the book-room here and see the truly 
staggering amount of stuff that is being publi- 

Or you could go to the movies and see one
of the two or three biggest box-office successes 
in the history of the cinema. You could read 
Locus, and see the sort of money that some sf wri- 
ion imagery is being used to sell everything 
from hi-fi equipment to instant mashed potato. 
To quote at least two hundred of the pulp-trad
ition believers: "We must be doing something

A few years ago I read a letter published in 
the SFWA Bulletin that contained the following 
sentence: "I am now the largest market in the 
world for sf short stories." The writer of the 
letter was Roger Elwood, announcing the fact 
that he was signing up more than thirty new an
thologies with publishers, and that he was look
ing for short stories to fill them. It was not 
long before this first batch of anthologies had 
grown to a number that some estimates put at 
more than eighty. What Mr Elwood did was to 
boldly go where no sf had gone before... in 
other words, to many publishers who had never 
done any sf. A majority of sf writers proclaimed

Then many writers.

new markets. 
well known.
market. Any

The consequences of all this are 

anthology was competing with 79 or more similar 
books, and each Elwood anthology had the distinct 
disadvantage of being distinctively mediocre. 
Many of them sold as well as bacon sandwiches in 
Tel Aviv. Not only did the Elwood anthologies 
put themselves out of the market, but in the 
process practically annihilated what existing 
market there was for anyone else's anthology. 
Nowadays, it is a publishing truism that science 
fiction anthologies do not sell. The market for 
short stories is now somewhat smaller than it 
was a few years ago, because people were greedy.

I got a tell-tale warning pain in my elbow 
when I heard about Mr Elwood's anthologies, and 
I feel it throbbing again whenever I hear com
placent noises about the present boom. The 
lesson from Roger Elwood is that an expansion 
of the commercial market will be short-lived. 



and that it doesn't create a parallel boom in 
creativity. Indeed, the signs are that the 
market is full of padding these days. On the 
other hand, good writing and honest, ambitious 
work will create its own market, will bring 
about a natural expansion of the market. 

gotten attitudes that have arisen around it. We 
are all aware of the close-minded attitudes from 
people outside the sf world who have not read 
the stuff... we know that their dislike of sci
ence fiction is based on ignorance and prejudice.

Anyway, having had my grumbles, I should like 

vention, if only because it gives me the unique 

about my own outlook. This is what you have been 
hearing, and I'm not speaking for anyone except 
myself. You should always remember that criti
cism is a form of autobiography... I'm not trying 
to separate myself from the things I have been
describing. I am in, and of, the science fiction

I'd like to close, therefore, with what I 
suppose will be seen as a personal statement. 
Much of what I have said will sound as* if I am 
intending to turn my back on sf in the future, 
and I'd like to correct this view. I see abso
lutely nothing wrong with science fiction as 
literature. The novel I'm writing at the moment 

that the science fiction type of novel, the spec
ulative novel, has more life in it, more potent- 

judiced, yet they are mostly invisible to us 
because they appear to be on our side. These 
internal ignorant attitudes will eventually des
troy the freedoms of creative writers, unless 
they are exposed for what they are.

Science fiction writers are blessed with 
many valuable things. They have an active, int
elligent and open-minded readership. They have 
a successful commercial framework within which 
to work. The 'science fiction' label conceals 
a multitude of sins, but it also provides a lib
eral framework within which to write. New writ
ers are still being actively encouraged. There 
is room for the experimental story, for the 
avant-garde, for the work you can't easily pin 
a label on. All this is valuable, and, as far 
as I know, unique in modern publishing. I say 
to the remarkable men and women who are my coll
eagues: write up to the level of your audience. 
Make life difficult for them. Give them auton
omous, demanding novels. Stimulate them and 
entertain them. Don't listen to the Loser del 
Ray-Guns of the world, don't settle for the 
imaginatively second-hand, for the easy sequel

read in the last few years. beer-money. Put your

The only thing wrong with science
the misbe-

language first; language is the test of reality, 
the medium of ideas.

Thank you.

MEETINGS WITH REMARKABLE MEN was Christopher Priest's Guest of Honour speech at Novacon 9, November 1979.

W®rm Wi®
JOSEPH NICHOLAS

The basic trouble with democracy----as thorough
going authoritarians like Heinlein and Pournelle 
might say---- is that everyone has a vote, and 

lowest common denominator of the electorate. An 
extreme and cynical view, perhaps, but one that 
strikes me as depressingly true of the Hugo Aw
ards, which, as must surely be obvious to anyone 
with the slightest modicum of intelligence, are 
now more of an annual popularity contest than an

ments. Particularly last year's, handed out at 
Seacon: why else would Ben Bova have walked off 
with his 58th Hugo for his editing of Analog, 
which just happens to be the world's biggest- 
selling (about 100,000 copies per issue) pure SF 
magazine? That Ed Ferman did not receive the 

little short of criminal, and again demonstrates

to value flashy ideas and clever wiring diagrams 
above intelligent writing and thoughtful specul- 

•And what about the fiction? well, most of 
that was pretty dull and forgettable. Chris 
Priest has elsewhere remarked that, overall, 1978 

but agree with him. C.J.Cherryh's The Faded Sun:

Kesrith, Ear example, was merely imitation Andre 

imaginative depth as the average Daily Telegraph 
editorial, and in five years’ time will probably

Much the same strictures apply to Anne McCaffrey's 
The White Dragon, so repellently mawkish a novel 

erstate the case by several orders of magnitude.

ard, instituted by Lin Carter on the probable 
grounds that he knew he wouldn't get one any oth
er way----and hasn't even won it himself, ho ho)
is bad enough, but that it was ever nominated for 
the Hugo (one of the nominations, believe it or 
not, being from McCaffrey herself) did more for 
my sense of wonder than any SF I've ever read; 
but then that's what a 50,000-copy hardcover US 
sale can do for you. The other three novels on
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either: James Tiptree's Up The Walls Of The World 

though I'd be genuinely interested to learn her
reason for withdrawing it, and can't help wonder

redress the nakedly reverse-discrimination femin
ist slant of the shortlist),- Tom Reamy's Blind 
Voices, although undoubtedly the best of the five, 
was so on only the most minimal of scales; and 
the eventual winner, Vonda McIntyre's Dreamsnake, 
was (a) not a novel but a series of cobbled-tog- 
ether Analog novelettes, and hence little better

of an overall frame, and (b) a deliberate pander
ing to the adolescent wish-fulfilment Inherent in 
all of us----"Look how simply wonderful the world 
will be when we have true equality!"---- and hence 
about as plausible as the idea that the USSR will

Yes, I know SF deals mainly

naive as to be acutely embarrassing.

The winners of the short fiction categories 
were (although such seems frankly impossible) 
even worse. How in God's name did Poul Anderson, 
who hasn't written anything genuinely new since 
about 1965, manage to pull down a Hugo for his 
novelette "Hunter's Moon" in preference to Tom 
Disch's far superior "The Man Who Had No Idea"?

about what you're reading (by his own admission, 
he's simply competing for his readers' beer mon

art when I'm only writing for cretins anyway?" 
----which is pretty damn patronizing however you 
look at it). "Hunter's Moon" is typical of him, 
all action and aliens and a plot dreamed up while 

a Sunday afternoon, and the only good things I 

wasn't as impenetrably purple as usual, and (b) 
that its heroes weren't bloody Danish.

John Varley is an equally impoverished "writ
er" (I use the term advisedly) and although his 
novella "The Persistence of Vision" is different 
from the general run of his previous fiction----
placing greater emphasis on character and less 
on gosh-wow gimmickry----it is nowhere near as
good as Chris Priest's "The Watched”. "But it's 
good for Varley!" I heard people cry, and it's a 
claim with which I must reluctantly agree----but 

ance, quite a lot, since it was patently obvious 

alone but because of a widespread feeling that 
he somehow "deserved” it. For Christ's sake! I 

blasted trophies on the basis of artistic merit, 
not according to a roster of "Buggins' turns"? 

very likely wouldn't be any Hugos awarded that 
year, which would be quite unthinkable...

Bullshit. Just because the things exist does
n't mean that they always have to be handed out. 
If. as we clearly prefer to kid ourselves, they 
are genuinely intended to honour the "best" of 
any given year, then it makes a great deal of

that the SF of that year does not measure up to 
our highest expectations----but, again, this is a 

alien to the majority of Hugo voters, who presum
ably prefer to compromise themselves by their 
lusty applause of the second or third rate rather 
than provide the authors with a salutary warning 
that they will not be fobbed off with the tawdry, 
the derivative, the shallow, the inconsequential.

And the authors---- what effect is a Hugo likely
to have on the author who wins it? If past ex

worst possible, since to achieve popular acclaim 
for one book or story generates a strong desire 

of what they're already getting, and not even to 
think of trying something different. Instead of 
slow progress, therefore, sudden stagnation;
which is why Robert Heinlein goes on turning out 
the same old one-sided pseudo-philosophical crap 
in book after book, Joe Haldeman is still play

deeper and deeper into glutinous purple sentimen
tality, Roger Zelazny keeps hacking out his for
mulaic one-dimensional action-adventure claptrap

At the moment, the justification for the Huge 
is twofold. Firstly, so that the publishers can 
print HUGO AWARD WINNER on the cover of the book 
in question (and, misleadingly, on the covers of

sell an extra couple of thousand copies of it (and 
them) to the credulous reader-in-the-street---- who 
nine times out of ten wouldn't recognize good lit- 

justifying the absence of Arthur Hailey and Harold 
Robbins from your bookshelves.) Secondly, so that 
the author in question can screw a bigger advance 
out of the publishers for his next dollop of mass
market pabulum, thus graduating from a freezer 
full of hamburgers to one full of caviar.

can be found for the continuance of the Hugo Aw
ards, then we would be doing the SF genre as a 
whole an immeasurable favour if we were to abandon 
them altogether. Right now.

yh's "Cassandra" 

anything about it. Nor about any of the other 
short stories nominated, come to that.)

That the Hugos are so awarded, however, is not 
altogether surprising. When they were first in
troduced, back in 1953, the amount of SF publish
ed in any one year was small enough for everyone 
to have read everything, and nominate on that 
basis; but in today's boom conditions such is ob
viously no longer the case. There is, therefore.

favourite authors regardless of the actual qual-

ers whom they feel have been "unfairly" passed 
over in previous years----whereas anyone with any
integrity would bloody well admit that they had- 
n't read enough of that year1s SF to form an even 
halfway comprehensive picture and show their ig
norance by voting "No Award". Which is of course 
a pretty naive and idealistic viewpoint to adopt: 
and in any case, if enough people so voted there 

"Stine plans an aggressive acquisitions program for Star
blaze (Books)... An example of the sort of book he is look
ing for is They'd Rather Be Right, which has been out of 
print for 20 years. Printed as a Galaxy novel under the 
title The Forever Machine, the book received a Hugo Award 
in 1955 as Best Novel. Stine tried and failed to get the 
title for the Starblaze series; he was outbid by another 
publisher. 'That's the caliber of, and kind of book I'm 
looking for,' Stine told SFC."

SF CHRONICLE 1:3 (December 1979) edited by Andrew 
Porter 

"The list of the Hugo winners in the science fiction novel 
is not quite as depressing as a summary of Pulitzer prizes, 
but give us an equivalent amount of time and we may well 
beat the Pulitzer jury by miles. Is there a soul who is 
now alive who remembers They'd Rather Be Right, which in 
1955 drew the second Hugo ever awarded a piece of fiction? 
Unfortunately, I do, and I wish I didn't."

MORE ISSUES AT BAUD by William Atheling Jr / James 
Blish (1970)



‘This House Believes That Characterization

Is Not Necessary For Good Science Fiction.’

STANNARD:

WATSON:
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“GOD'S WORLD, ALIEN EMBASSY. . ."

The Embedding,

QUESTIONER 2:

QUESTIONER 3:

PAM BULMER:

WESTON:

were talking about[Tittering]

FEMALE VOICE:

Thank you.STANNARD:
WATSON:
STANNARD:
WATSON: PAM BULMER:

STANNARD:

Oh. [Laughter/

WESTON: No. (Tittering]

What I was trying to and which I thoughtQUESTIONER 3: Would the proposers
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STANNARD:

WESTON: WATSON: 
WESTON:
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All books reviewed in this hallowed spot are paperbacks 
from Arrow; all cost 95p, or not, as the case may be.

Things pullulating in Westminster Abbey on a special eff
ects budget of nineteen and elevenpence. The nostalgia is 
for a whole attitude now vanished, whereby Britain was a

Huge name authors have a problem which at first glance 
seems no problem: their doting publishers just love to 
keep their books in print. Even when the Hugeness of the 
name is well-earned, this often means that better-forgotten 
works are not permitted euthanasia. Perhaps Asimov can 
smugly contemplate the mind-shattering cominess of, say, 
the ending of The Stars Like Dust without a qualm, just as 
Silverberg writes fond introductions explaining how his 
younger self was so promising; but Brunner and others have 
tried to rewrite and improve lesser works, or even to sup
press them altogether. James Blish's VOR (which up to this 
moment you had no notion that I was reviewing) is inferior 
Blish washed up by the great wave of Arrow's (commendable) 
Blish enthusiasm; it lies on the shelf like a peculiarly 
depressing bit of flotsam, provoking the heartfelt wish 
that the author had revised or burnt it. As it is, Blish 
the intellectual fights through seas of pulp to attack the 
timelessly relevant question of how to handle this indestr
uctible robot bomb which challenges you to destroy it (oth
erwise it'll blow up the world). The author does his best: 
pretty good for 1958 but a mild embarrasment in 1980.

major power quite as likely as any Russki or Yank to devel
op atomic spacecraft, visit the moon, colonize the galaxy. 
(My initiation to this attitude must have been via the SF 
of Capt. W.E. Johns of Biggies fame: oh god, Kings of Space 
and Professor Lucius Brane and the rest... how could I for
get?) All three scripts are still very readable. But the 
new Quatermass is a novelization, not a script, and suffers 
from its mere connection with the older work. Whenever 
Quatermass reminisces about past adventures (which he does 
quite a few times) the fantasy world of rockets and alien 
menace in 50s Britain clashes horribly with the real history 
of Apollo and the rest: this 1980s future has two incompat
ible pasts. For the rest, it's a TV sort of novel (even to 
the confusing scene/viewpoint shifts): good on visual detail, 
low on originality, high on unlikely coincidence, and burd
ened with 'scientists' reasoning by a mixture of analogy and 
hunch with a touch of 'well I got the right answer, so there' 
hindsight. Competently written, but too much TV and not 
enough novel. Has this been the first Quatermass review 
not to mention Nigel Kneale? TV sloppiness is catching.

With Marion Zimmer Bradley, it's the Darkover name rather 
than her own which keeps the weaker books afloat. Not that 
The Forbidden Tower (£1.35) is weak; I rate it as highly as 
any of the series, but with reservations. Firstly, Brad
ley's total assurance in handling the background depends in 
part on the existing corpus (how would a newcomer to the 
series regard this book, I wonder?). Secondly, as Brian 
Earl Brown observes, the increasing fatness of the books 
seems not so much because the story is complex as because 
Bradley is inserting lashings of Darkover cross-references 
and trivia for the adoring fans. She is expert in her pri
vate world; one enthusiast remarks that she no longer needs 
to invent Darkover, she just 'goes there'; yes, this is now 
something Bradley can handle with one cerebral hemisphere 
tied behind her back. Is it mere perversity which makes me 
wish she'd try her talents in new, original settings? So 
far her wanderings from the homeland haven't been too en
couraging—eg. Hunters of the Red Moon. In this middle-of- 
the-road space opera, Bradley slips on some of the mouldiest 
old banana skins known to SF. Translation machines can be 
either accepted as a wonder of science, or fleshed out with 
much plausible detail: Bradley opts for a disastrous middle 
course. We accept the machines when they appear, until aft
er 36 pages thick with dialogue it's noticed for the first 
time that translations are painfully literal; later the 
machine effortlessly translates the line "we must hang tog
ether or assuredly we will all hang separately" into alien 
speech... Similarly with alien food: allergies don't exist 
and the same muck serves for all 'proto-simians'. Just ann
ounce 'My preferred flavours are either sweet or salty, with 
no objection to mild sournesses" (etc etc) and delectable 
nosh is yours. (Would that Wimpeys could do as much.) Is it 
mere perversity which makes me wish Bradley had stayed on 
Darkover?

Oops... here's a Penguin in amongst the Arrows. It's Fred 
and Geoffrey Hoyle's The Incandescent Ones (75p). Well__
This is a book which raises many questions---an adventure 
story with puzzle after puzzle in the telling. Why, having 
agreed to do no more than buy a book at a certain time, 
does the hero follow the secret instructions thus received 
without question, even to the point of beginning a risky 
and illicit ski journey out of Russia? Why, when told he 
isn't human, does he instantly accept this? Why are the 
technology and society of the 23rd century so like today's 
that one assumes a near-future setting until corrected on 
page 28? Why do the 'Outlanders' bother to feed failing 
Earth with free power, and why are there no climatic effects 
from the gigantic laser beams which transmit said power all 
the way from Jupiter? Why, despite a grade A in physics, 
must the hero be told what e.m.f. means? ("I've heard of 
that," he says cautiously.) What can we deduce about his 
linguistic ability from the following: "’Hello, stranger on 
the road, ’ a voice called in a language not known to me, 
Turkish presumably"? (It was at about this time that I won
dered, "Why am I reading this?1')

And how would you recognize a fellow-conspirator at a 
party? 'Tty immediate neighbours at the dining table were 
both red-headed, both women of middle age. There was also 
a red-headed fellow seated on the opposite side of the table, 
three places to my right. He had a brown face with strongly 
marked features. This fellow I knew must be my contact. 
Three.redheads in one dinner party would otherwise be too

After interludes of torture (closely described) and 
"unremitting sexual battle” (which from the context might

Barry Malzberg's books also form their own continuum, 
linked by the Malzberg Hero's viewpoint---that of an organic 
computer locked in introspective loops, recalling Chester
ton's "The madman is not the man who has lost his reason. 
The madman is the man who has lost everything except his 
reason." Yes indeed. The Malzberg organic computers chew 
endlessly on incomplete data, grinding out skewed and in
human comentary in that frightful boneless prose, nonsequ- 
itur upon nonsequitur, cascading comnas, the decay of lang
uage reflecting the decay of thought... The Sodom and Gom
orrah Business (8Sp) is fairly typical; slightly more plot 
but elegantly inconclusive as ever. As usual I read it 
convulsively; as usual I'm imlikely to read it again; as 
usual, I admire Malzberg but wouldn't want to live there.

well mean Indian wrestling), our hero realizes his destiny: 
to ski the magnetic fields of Jupiter! Immense electrical 
currents flow along his skis to generate supporting fields, 
the return circuit being provided by a gas plasma. Why 
doesn't this create an opposing field and cancel the effect? 
Good question. What keeps the gas in place as you ski 
through vacuum at many kilometres per second? "Operator 
skill." And so to the glorious climax where our hero meets 
the Incandescent Ones and learns the answers to all his 
questions. Unfortunately the book ends before we learn

I'm sad to find Penguin publishing this sorry stuff, and 
the sadness is not lessened by the knowledge that an unknown 
author submitting it would have been bounced faster than you

The Quatermass series (of books) has just fallen apart. 
I feel quite nostalgic about the reissued scripts---The 
Quatermass Experiment, Quatermass II and Quatermass and 
the Pit---which is odd, as in the late 50s when the BBC 
series appeared I wasn't so old as to be let watch vile

can ski a magnetic field. One can only suppose the Hoyles 
took a skiing holiday and belatedly decided to make it tax
deductible (see Garry Kilworth in Focus 2) by writing, as 
fast as they could, a book with lots of skiing.
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chip pieces of yellowing paint from my self es
teem. Another was my dialogue with Robert Silv
erberg towards the end of the convention. I'm 
rather shy of Silverberg, even though I met him 
at Aussiecon in 1975; I think it's his resembl
ance to Christ that worries me. Eventually, I 
found myself face to face with him at a pro 
party in David Hartwell's suite, and had to speak. 
"Well, Bob," I feebly began, "this is the third 
convention where I haven't talked to you." 

saintly Silverberg, "I've noticed, but I simply

South of France---- such is my dedication to fann- 

death-ray, and desire to postpone real work.
I've just been out to dinner with the Hungarian 
shrimp, and have proved yet once more that the 

pressures when the going gets tough enough, can 
create language. I have no French at all, but 
faced with hunger pains, I just ordered a head

me---- 1 said this in French or Provencal or some
thing locally decipherable----"something very
large involving whipped cream, meringue, ice 
cream, and a variety of disgusting fruit"---- and
received an authentic, gross, American Sundae.
I think I might be very sick, very soon.)

I was not along, hoping to meet the rich and 
famous. Every time I went off in search of them, 
usually finding them in large clusters in close 

offered by publishers in extravagant suites, I 
found that little Mal had got there first, call
ing Frederik Pohl Fred. Laurence van Cott Niven 
Larry, but not making my mistake of calling 
Chelsea Quinn Yarbro Chelsea (she's called Quinn). 
One of my worst moments involved Malcolm's 
friend and soon-to-be bride, Chris Atkinson, also 
present at most of these occasions. Pissed as 
a newt, she sat, swaying on a bed (you can sway 
while seated if well-coordinated like Chris). and 
I approached her. "Hello Nicholls," she breathed

Hello, hello, hello, I thought, yer well in 'ere 
Nicholls. "Yes my dear," I muttered reassuring
ly. "Peter, there's something I've always wanted 
to tell you..." she shyly commenced, oh well, I 
thought, this forthcoming admission of hitherto 
suppressed passion will upset Malcolm for a 
while, but he's a philosopher__ "Peter," she
continued, with an upward curve of her drunken 

rather hard, "...1've always looked upon you as 
a" (long pause) "father." I felt very old sudd
enly, and went to bed, thus missing the notorious

(This may be the point to reveal that I was 
unable to locate Linda Hutchinson, with whom I 
fell in love at Yorcon, perhaps because I'd for
gotten what she looked like. However, I fell in 
love twice more at Seacon, but shyness prevented 
my even saying hello to Caroline Cherry (or, acc
ording to the manic Wollheim, 'Cherryh'), because 
I'd heard she was a teetotaller, which is a pre-

Schochet, because I thought she looked too busy. 
I did say Goodbye to Vicki, but in the absence 
of a prior Hello it came out sounding feeble.)

In the old days, my sister used occasionally 
to appear at conventions, to everybody's admir-

This time she turned up, to everybody's horror 

the scourge of the writing classes. Helen, my 
sister, is in my view quite adorable, but her 
sentiments about me do not, recently, necessar
ily reciprocate this feeling. This failure may 
have to do with my often repeated observation to 
her at the convention (her appetite for alcohol 
will become an instant legend if I have anything 

narrowed to mere slits?" She doesn't appreciate 
keen observation, that's her trouble. Clute's 
trouble was that for many years he's been hid
eously Insulting people in his occasional FSSF 
review column, not least Theodore Sturgeon whom 
he once unwisely referred to as 'Steamy Ted'. 
My threat to introduce him to Sturgeon had very 
nearly resulted in his non-appearance (he'd 
never attended a convention before), and when I 

"steamy Ted, I'd like you to meet John..." when 
he miraculously vanished, some form of jaunteing 
being involved. (Incidentally, my only contact 
with Alfred Bester was quite enigmatic... I was 
crossing the bar trying to hold five drinks, and 
Bester came up and took them from me. "Here,"

You look very tired." This from my long-time 
hero, a man 26 years older than me, was bad for 
morale.) 

in the bar with Clute, Disch and others, and man
aged to half-persuade Clute that the real action 
was elsewhere. “Where?" he asked cautiously.
"Anywhere," I said; "if we walk upstairs we're 

don't need to be asked, we just walk in." Clute 
bridled, but followed, only to jib completely at 
mounting the stairs. I grabbed his arm, but he 
backed away, his face a mask of panic. "What's 
wrong, John?" "I don't want to be a fan," he 
wailed, in absolutely stricken tones. God knows 
what dreadful initiation rites he was envisaging.

At the top of the stairs there was, indeed, 
a party in the SFWA Suite. Here Malcolm Edwards, 
who had thus far been a boringly sober adminis
trator, . could be recognized across the room by 

owlish gaze, that he gets while drunk. "You're 
drunk, Edwards," said someone. "Only on the out- 
shide," said Mal, "because I haven't had enough 
to eat." He swayed alarmingly to the right, and 
slowly swayed back to the vertical. "Inshide I'm 
purfly shober, but wordsh come out wrong." 
"Prove it," challenged a belligerent American. 
’’How many fingers am I holding up?" Mal took on 
a look of intense concentration, and squinted 
closely at the problematic hand. There was a 
long pause, and he could be seen to be inwardly 
counting. "Between one and five," he finally an
nounced, triumphantly, and fell over. "You'd 
better get some food," I said to the body.
"Yesh," it replied, and looked thoughtful as it 
struggled yet again to its feet. "I know! Room 
shervicel" Mal tottered to the wall where there 
was a phone, and could be heard muttering pathet
ically, "ham sanwishes, ham sanwishes, ham san
wishes" into the mouthpiece, which he clutched 
to him as with Infinite grace he slid down the 
wall he was leaning against, the friction ensur
ing that this phenomenon took place at no more 
than one m.p.h. Miraculously, the sandwiches 
(turkey) eventually arrived and Malcolm took on 
new life, just like Frankenstein's monster after 
being recharged with a few thousand volts.

This is not the report in which to find out 
connected with), the films, the Video Room, or*

i, nearly all unbelievably imaginative in 

spent most of my time in or about the downstairs 
bar, which was a fine place from which to observe 

ernoon, that a lovely and celebrated sf lady 
could be seen in close conversation with the less 
drunk but more obscene looking of the two actors 
who had performed so well in the Sturgeon-Campbell 
play. Some of Your Blood. (The other, such is 
the power of Aussie coincidence, was Johnny Joyce, 

atic Society 21 years ago; he was a good drinker 
then, too. Indeed, the Aussie past reared its 
head in various strange ways, none stranger than 
talking to GUFF winner John Foyster for an hour



I'd been feeling was on account of his wearing a 
monstrous jacket in vertical gold, scarlet and 

my Old School Blazer. Foyster's lady friend, 
what's more, turned out to be the granddaughter 
of the man who was my headmaster in 1953.) Any-

Talk gets more intense. Joints get rolled. Peo
ple start staring. Actor's arm sneaks round 
lady's waist, then onto lady's breast. Lady's 
nipples get visibly much larger, so that they 
can readily be seen from right across bar. Lady

Two hours later, lady walks unsteadily down
stairs into lobby, hair a mess, mascara run, and 
huge happy smile on her face. I approach, and 
ask, coarsely, "How was it?" Unable to speak, 
lady sways and smiles, and holds up two fingers. 
"You did it twice?" I ask, intrigued by this 
game of charades. She shakes her head impatient
ly. "No," I gasp, my sophistication taking rath
er a battering, “you didn't have---- (pause) ----
both of them? Both actors?" Lady nods head with 
great enthusiasm, and at last speech rises to her 
lips. "They were ACES," she breathes ecstatically

Indeed, the appetites of this lady, normally 
a sober and respected member of society, had 
clearly been much expanded by the inhalation of 
medicinal herbs, for she approached me half an 
hour later. "What are you doing tonight, Nich
olls?" she asked with a lascivious smile, her

Thinking fast I fell back on the old excuse, and 
quick as a flash claimed a prior dinner engage
ment with a French lady. "What are you doing 
after dinner?" she persisted. "Dinner might go 
on for a very long time," I said, alarmed at her 
state. There was a long pause for thought, and 
then, as the solution to the quandary dawned upon 
her, she smiled in victory. "Well then, you bas
tard, Nicholls, what are you doing at nine o' 
clock tomorrow morning?" Such devotion to duty 
is seldom seen in these decadent times.

This was not the night, though perhaps it 
should have been, when Quinn Yarbro (who used to 
be a professional fortune teller) read my palms, 
head bent in thought. "You're in a very anxious 

this seemed an amazing diagnosis at the time, in 
retrospect I wonder if it might have had more to 
do with sweatiness than the reading of magic

The following bit of dialogue was reported to 
me. "Do you know that you look exactly like the 
young Einstein?" said an admirer to American 
physicist-fan and hot-tip-for future-Nobel-Prize, 
Sid Coleman. ’Really?" drawled Coleman, “the
effect I was aiming at was more the young Ringo

Unusually for me, I did nothing very terrible 
at this convention, and I even exchanged words 
with such old enemies as John 'Mad Dog' Brosnan, 
Christopher 'Hangdog' Priest and Colin 'Bite The 
Hand That Feeds You' Lester, though the latter's 
revoltingness was superior. After MC-ing a mor
ning's session of the main programme, so my prin
ted instruction sheet informed me, I had earned 
a free drink in Room 109. Imagine my horror on 
knocking at said door, to see Lester open it. I 
explained the situation. He looked at me with 
loathing (he was now the all-powerful Press Off
icer) . "Very well, Nicholls," he barked, "you 
can have your free drink, but pour it yourself 
and make sure you've finished it in three min-

The first night I met and talked to a man, now 
rather elderly, who must surely be one of the 
pleasantest and most knowledgeable in the whole 

fifteen minutes or so without too much in the way 
of Oedipal references coming out, though my half- 
memory of saying "Goodnight, Dad" when he left

Cathy Ball, the next 
I didn't know you could

day, to me: "Gee, Peter, 
write!" "But Cathy, I've 

been a professional writer for some years." she 
shook her head impatiently. "I don't mean that 
sort of writing," she said, dismissing the world 
of the higher criticism with contempt, "I mean 
proper writing, FAN writing." This was one of 
the best backhanded compliments I've ever rec
eived, and was due, I suppose, to an earlier Con 
Report of mine which had accidentally found its 
way into a compilation of British fanwriting that 
Kev Smith had brought out for Seacon. I was 
really very chuffed about the inclusion, and 

the queue was too long.

The best public moment at Seacon was Charlie 
Brown's half-hearted announcement that Dick Geis 

eive it, but finally an unhappy looking Fred Pohl 
was prevailed upon to make the acceptance. Those 

out: "Dick Geis is a man that I admire... but., 
not..very..much." 

though interestingly enough, it had very much the 

(Coventry in 1975, Leeds in 1979, for example).

ies, obligatory glimpse of Brian Burgess's wholly 
disgusting nether parts, and so on, even though 
the progranme side of things was so very much 
more highly organized than ever before, with fan
dom showing an alarming capacity to spawn NCOS 
on demand, and a number of willing enlisted men 
of lower ranks as well. Weston, as Field Mar
shal, was no more offensive than had been gen
erally anticipated, and layabout Colonel Leroy 
Kettle showed a capacity for hard work that will 

it again. The Metropole Convention Manager had 
sworn, so Pete Weston told me, that it was im- 

great accomplishment, then, that we observed it 
actually to run out, quite soon, more especially 
as the Americans were by and large more sober 
that the British, and this feat of hard drinking 
was definitely down to Motherland with some ass
istance from Empire.

large number of American pros wearing badges 
reading AMERICAN TRASH. Most of the Americans 
had very much hoped to meet their British count
erparts, and also the higher-ups in British sf 
publishing, but the general feeling was that the 
British professionals were a little stand-offish, 
and not too readily available for talk. Too many 

expense accounts, and as a result their enter
taining was modest or non-existent. Some, such 
as Granada, were represented by amiable but 
really rather junior staff. It was Gollancz and 
Futura who raised the most ripples of annoyance, 
by throwing closed parties and turning away 
people of some distinction from their doors. 
Futura, it is rumoured, wouldn't let Joan Vinge

Freff (though they had used some of his illos 
without permissions being properly granted), nor 
even Karen Anderson, whose husband was actually 
inside the sacred party. She was not only turn
ed away at the door, but the security guard (so 

in her hearing, "I've had about enough of this 

badges.

photographs that he exactly resembled my own late 
father. However, I managed to speak to him for 

All this was a great pity, and rather puzz- 
ig. John Bush of Gollancz, for example, is
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be literary rather than racist.

in her few conscious intervals

roneiessly she asked 
"I did/" X confessed, and wai 
fall. "It's really very good 
compliment pleased me more than any othe

The other Encyclopaedia compliment I apprec-
subject obsesses me right now.

and (b) very distinctly after my virtue.

eminds me of the English writer

in some metaphysical sense, with th

not the whole truth.



LETTERS ERIC MAYER Don't tell me about"magnitude" of themes, etc.

RICH COM) I'm just lying here in bed precariously juggling

DEB ROHAN

Idaho's famed I Forget The Name Slopes, on into Banff, then 

Why would I do this?

charged soldier on tramp, a wild man who had broken every
commandment and whose conscience was overloaded with
crimes... One night, unable to find a sleeping place in

do not reflect. We hairy monsters just plain changed man. He...described the apparition in tones of

CHRIS PRIEST Verbatim quote from Isaac Asimov's Science

with Campbell

out the 1940s

the ARROGANCE, SELF-SATISFACTION, SELF-IMPORTANCE AND DOWN
RIGHT OFFENSIVENESS OF THIS OVERWEIGHT, UNFUNNY AND OUT
DATED SCIENCE FICTION WRITER.

Yours, etc. OUTRAGED, Harrow
TARAI Look at sf today.

nality the field is undergoing. What is passing as sf these 
days? Feudal societies with nobles and exaggerated senses 
of honour, horseback adventures with swordplay, cat people 
and dragons, telepathic woodfolk and elves... Look how many

Bushyager, McIntyre, Asprin, Chalker, IXiane... and look at

Same background in rough detail.

Only the plot is different from book to book.

BRIAN EARL BROWN Both White Dragon and Dark Design reflect 

seemingly endless series of Well World navels. And they 
want thick books. Great nuntiers of the massive novels bein 
published today could do with pruning. And Ace books print 
all of its stuff in large, inflated type so that what once

And worse, the fans just eat 

GRAHAM ASHLEY Certainly the magnitude of what an sf novel

sustaining emotion.

this Stuff up.

jackass bellowed through a grating where he was sleeping. 
It was a dreadful nightmare which came night after night. 
Watch was kept, and one night an old woman who walked with

Asked to explain herself, she said that this was her way 

(E. Maple: The Realm of Ghosts')
WAHF WILLIAM BAINS, GERALD BISHOP, BOB DAY, ALUN HARRIES,

JOY HIBBERT: "Got a cutting from the Radio Times 
about a performance by the 'well-known counter-tenor Kevin 
Snith'." STEVE FfcDONALD, JONATHAN PALFREY: "British writers

dismissing Jack Chalker 
SINGLET®, SIEVE SNEYD:

forward story." (Dam right! Any layabout could toss of 
THE MAGUS or FINNEGANS WAKE but it takes real ability to

is merely a subset/

editors quite liked THE FADED SUN: KESRITH, but Joe's other 
comments this time seem valid to us. Besides, the space 
needed filling... DHL) KEVIN TYLER, ROGER WADDINGTON and

to remit guilty apologies to those letter-writers whose



{j-rCaT Famish HoftfEs 'R.emstMf 

m d serves mate uf

T SElJToFP THE WHOLE LET TO A 
CHEAT D\STRiBuTifte Horse !ttf 
ScoTlAtLP, RaW BP TH/s mAH...

'that DOES ff POPES —
jl'tfE PUTUPW/TH TH/S 

K7AJP OF CltfP EOI^P EM/F..J

WHEU _Z MoRET ReALIZEP that 
I HAP EHW&H ARTWORK (OPP, Ttio 
<T WAS) To LETMEQUtrpOtUG- 
MMRT MP LETME GETSO /HE 
(REAL WORK Dot^E.

IT W/IS SE/ERdL MONTHS LATER. 
TRAPJ- SHWTHESTcf/R sTARTiv

T S'GHEP, AHP FiouRE-P To (-)ell 
V/iTf/ P, Bur This, Receht M">A 
Of ComWSCH'IS HAS PoRCEP/tE
To CoMe PaRTH' MP RE TEAL ALL 
$we~^p UKi ^OAETevHG- 
ftUT THROW iH A UTTlE 

- T'KHaW-
UKE^f<KE«

\& Ue APS AGO- WHU.E WoRKlH&Od 
\somf pawart, /tv RhPivogmph 
L>VERL-OAPEP MP BXpLOPEP /* MY

flMP'

WAS HUSflEP TQ THE LOCAL 
HoSP'TAC WHERE T LAY tr4 A 
COAfrt RoU 3J£ WEEKS.

T>uRMg This these TroVUcEP 
~7 TdAlS of fPMWTT

W cofikUtyoH X sup, JW 'T HfTTe 
PoA WtlflT HE'S Poti£f 

'PEf’LoRi&LE Tup n WAE, it-ISTEftV, 
HMf Pity'. The 7 Tons showed 
RuR oar ST mekt MRRch at the

AHP The*/ IT’LL Be BACK to 
TRACE/AG OUT oP THE comic 
fA&ES AG A!AT. A GHAETlP 
FATET I(<IPCEP,_^
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